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To ulluhon, it may concern:

-

Be it know) that I, FRANCIS H. RICHARDs,
a citizen of the United States, residing at
lfartford, in the county of Hartford and
5 State of Connecticut, have invented certain
new and useful improvements in \lechanical
\ovenients, of which the following is a speci
his invention relates to an organization of
10 mechanisin designed for bringing to a work
- ing position any one of a series of instrumen
talities which may thereupon be utilized for
performing a particular species of operation.
This in vei)tion is designed more particu
15 larly for employment in an apparatus or
mechanism wherein a series of members is
caused to move past a station continuously,
but which series of members is capable of be
ing halted with one of the members opposite
20 the station, and subsequently to such arrest
permitted to proceed and caused to halt with
a different member opposite the station when
desired. The members if desired may be in
strumentalities for performing operations of
25 various natures, which may be similar in kind
but may vary in detail.

with the member at position the selecting

mechanism will relieve the detent and actu

ate the coöperative device and permit the
detent to again detain the member at pósi
tion.

60

In the drawings attached to the present
specification, there is illustrated a practical
ficatioin.
application of this new mechanical move
ment; the instrumentalities or members are
shown as type-dies mounted upon a carrier, 65
which is shown as frictionally connected with
power-driving means for continuous rotation,
ut held against rotation with one of the dies
in the printing position and in which position
it remains as long as that particular die is de
sired for use. Upon the operation of a se
lector to differently position the carrier (one
selector being provided in the organization
shown, for each type-die) the carrier will
shift until the die corresponding with that
selector is brought into the printing position.
In the form of my invention here illus
trated the carrier is normally held stationary
by means of a detent, and upon the opera
tion of a selector the detent withdraws its 80
hold
and the carrier is permitted to move
The new mechanical movement herein set forward until arrested by the selector, unless
forth may advantageously be employed in the selector for the die which is in the print
organizations embolving a number of mov ing
position is actuatel, when the tietent
30 able instrumentalities or members each capa I will be moved from its engagement with the 85
ble of coöperating with another device at the : carrier and the selector moved into engage
working point and wherein it is required that
therewith without an appreciable
the desired member shall be mechanically ment
movement or change of position (st the
selected and that the coöperative device be carrier.
:35 mechanically actuated.
In
the
drawings
accompanying
and
form 90
One of the objects of the invention is to ing part of this specification a form of my in
provide a new mechanical movement where vention is shown as applied to a typewriting
by the desired member may be readily and machine, wherein
precisely selected and positioned and the co | Figure 1 is a plan view; Figs. 2 and 3 are
40 operative device actuated at of)e manipula side views in section showing the device in
tion of a part of the selecting mechanism and different positions. Fig. 4 is a plan in sec
whereby after the coöperation of the member tion on line -a of Fig. 3; and Figs. 5 and 6
aid device the selecting mechanism will re are detail views of a form of escapement.
lease the member and by the movemesiht The various parts of the device may be
45 calised by such release will actuate a detent mounted upon some suitable framework, 00
to maintain the member theretofore selected designateti in a general way by A, and in the
at position, and if it is desired that the mem present instance comprising a base or floor
ier last employed shall again coöperate with
provided
withworking
SERE
the coöperative device the detent will hold portion
ing site 7walls
S. The
instrumen
50 the member at position until the selecting talities
or
members,
in
the
present
instance 05
mechanism has relieved it of its duty and re impression devices or type-dies 9 are shown
sumed a position to hold the member at the mounted upon a carrier or wheel 10 having
working point without appreciable move projecting
upon each side thereof an elon
ment of the member, and as often as it is de gated hub 1. The carrier may be mounted
55 sired to repeat the coöperation of the device i upon a shaft 12 journaled in bearings in the 1.0
F

v
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side frame, which in the present instance are made in such form as the exigencies of the

shown as bosses 13. Upon the shaft outside
of the frame is freely mounted a pulley 14 be
tween disks 15, 15 splined upon the shaft.
Between the pulley and the disks are inter
posed friction disks 15, 15 whereby the
carrier or die-wheel may be frictionally ro
tated from some source of power, not shown
Suitable jan-nuts 15°, 15° may be employed
10 for regulating the friction.

case may demand. Suitable material and

structure
of the parts will be determined by
the builder.

The key-levers, designated in a general 70
way by 25, are each shown as comprising a
finger-key 26 connected with the longer end
27 of a lever loosely mounted by means of
spacing hubs 27 upon a shaft 28 journaled
in the frame, in the present instance in

29. The shorter arm 30 of each lever
The form of typewriter illustrated herein is bosses
is shown as bending downwardly and side

that wherein amovable hammer and platen are
employed to drive the surface of paper and an
ink ribbon against the type-dies. The types
15

are moved into the printing position opposite

the platen, each time a different characteris
desired to be employed. The platen indicat
ing the working or printing point in the pres

ent instance is designated in a general way
by b. The hammer, designated in a general
way by c, is shown as comprising a head 16
located at the end of a curved operating rod
16 pivoted at 17 to a bracket 18 rising from
the floor of the framework.
in the present organization each impres
25
sion device is shown as having its own posi

20

tioning stop-finger 19 projecting from on, le
stop fingers are shown as radially projecting.
the other of the hubs of the carrier.

wardly and ending in a cam face 31 for en
gaging the selector and forcing it, into the 80
path of the finger of the hub of the carrier.
For the purpose of normally holding the
carrierina stationary position against theim
pulse of the friction driving-wheel a ratchet
wheel 32 is shown as mounted fast upon
the driving-shaft, with which ratchet-wheel 85.
engages a pawl, in the present instance shown
as comprising one end 33 of a bell-cranklever
mounted upon a rock-shaft 34 having bear
ings in bosses 35 in the side frames. The 9 ()
other arm of the bell-crank lever comprises a
pair of arms 36 mounted upon the rock-shaft
and projecting forwardly of the machine and
connected by a bar 37 projecting under all
the key-levers. A suitable leaf spring 38 95
may be provided for returning the pawl to
its normal or engaging position.
For the purpose of actuating the hammer
at each depression of a key-lever there is
shown as located beneath the key-levers a 100

There may be provided for each stop-finger
a selector, designated in a general way by d.
The series of g
in the present instance
embody upright members 20 provided at
their lower ends with hubs 21 which are
35 shown as mounted upon a shaft 22 journaled transverse, bar 40 connecting a pair of arms
in the frame of the machine, in bosses 23. 41 secured to a rock-shaft 42 journaled in
The hubs serve to space the selectors. Suit bosses 43 in the side frames, which arms may
able springs, here shown as leaf springs 24, be provided with suitable leaf springs 44 for
may be employed for normally holding the returning them to their normal positions.
Shown as projecting rearwardly of the rock 105
40 selectors out of the paths of the fingers.
The forward or initial engaging edge of the shaft 42 is an arm 45 occupying a position
selector and the edge or initial engaging end beneath an arm 46 projecting from the lower
of the arresting fingers may be chamfered or portion of the haft to the hammer. Pro
beveled off, as at 19, 20', respectively, for jecting upwardly from the arm 45 is a pin 47 110
45 the purpose of permitting the selector to be traversing, an opening in the arm 46 from
pushed under the finger when it is desired to the hammer, and interposed between which .
repeat the character which has just been arms 45 and 46 may be a coil-spring 48. A
printed and thereby compensate for any set-nut 49 may be provided upon the upper
tendency of the carrier to move forward end of the pin 47 for purposes of adjustment. 15
during tile change of detaining devices, A suitable catch may be employed for hold
whereby the carrier will be repositioned in ing the hammer against the action of the
spring until such a time as the full or a pre
case any slight movement occurs.
Each selector is shown as operated by a etermined tension has been applied thereto
finger-key bearing a character or exponent and then release the hammer to the influence
5 5 corresponding with an impression device or of the spring, which catch is shown as com
die upon the carrier. in the present instance prising a plunger. 48' mounted in a boss 49'
letters of the alphabet are shown as the de upon the hammer haft in the region of the
vices upon the working members or instru arm 46 and engaging a catch 50 upon the
mentalities, in the E. instance dies. bracket 18. The plunger and the catch may 25
O the purpose of illus be made with beveled edges to facilitate the
60 There are, however, for
tration herein but sixteen characters em engagement thereof.--The back end of the
ployed.
It is understood, however, that the plunger is shown as secured to one arm 51
drawings herein merely illustrate a tangible of a bell-crank lever pivoted upon the arm
form of employing the invention. The vari 46; the other arm 52 of the bell-crank lever . 3(

(5 ous parts of the machirie will, of course, be is in position to be engaged by some portion.

.
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of the arm 45, in the present instance a set of the impetus of the spring of the carriage
screw 53 and jam-nut 54 effective upoji for a limited distance only and until its pin
the rise of the arm to trip the
79 engages the aim 75. Upon the depres
mit the hammer to ily forwari responsive ision of the key-lever the escapement will be
to the spring. A suitable leaf spring 55 lian oscillated back into its iormer position and
be employed for returning the plunger to its the
loose dog will move out of the rack and
normal position.
.
. "
the
fixed
arm into the tooth of the rack next
The paper 56 in the present instance is to that occupied
by the loose dog. The
silown as rolled up inside of ai open-sick'd loose dog will then be
by the spring
tube- or pocket 57 secured to a carriage 58, into a position to passreturn)ed
into
the
toothcarriage
occu 75
which is shown as moulted in ways 53 se pied by the fixed arm, so that the
cured to the sides of the frame. The paper will he moved forward the space of one tooth
is shown as passing iessee; a pair of rolei's upon each release oil rise of a key-level". The
59, 60, one of which rollei's may ie p'( \ided carriage may be returned by hand and the
with a hand-wheel 61 for noving the paper. head of the escapement will turn on the 80
The paper is shown as guitted out of the ma pivot 73 sufficiently to permit the teeth of
chine by a piate 62 aid as passing between the rack to ride past the aims of the escape
the type-carrier and tie plateil.
iment.
For the purpose of forming impressions a The operation of the mechanism hereinie
suitajie inking ribboi (53 may be employed, fore described is as follows:--Upon the de 85
which is shown as wouncil upol spools 64 pression of a key-lever the pawl is with
mounted at Suitable places of the ends of drawn from the rack holding tie carriage i)
the cai'iriage, the iiii oil in the present in a stationary position and the can face of the
stance leing interposed setween the paper. key-lever will force the selector into the path
and the ilmpression dies.
of the arresting finger upon the hub corre 90
For the pilipose of advancing the carriage sponding
to the selected device upon the
in the line of its work a suitaile spring 65 is carrier. Upon the engagemeint of the finger
showin secured to some convenient portion with the selector the carrier will be stopped
of the carriage, in the present, instance a pin with the selected device opposite the platen.
30 66 projecting through a slot (57 in the ways,
Upon further depression of the ki.ey tile
and as secured to some fixed portion of the spring interposed between the arms of the
frame, in the present instaince a lug 68 mount hammer and the actuating arm will be com
ed at the end of a sleeve 69 for accommo pressed until the catch is tripped by the en
dating the spring when the carriage is toward gagement of the bell-crank lever by the set
that end. A suitable escapement may be
when the hammer will fly forward re 100
employed for permitting the carriage to ad screw,
sponsive to the spring and carry the platen,
vance step by step to accommodate the print the paper and inking ribbon against the type.
ing, and in the present instalace a rack 70 is Upon the release of the key-lever the escape
shown as provised upoa the lower portion ment is oscillated and the carrier moved for
40 of the carriage. The portion of the escape
ward one step or a predetermined distance
ment for coöperation with the rack is shown between the centers of the printed characters. 105
as mounted upon a rock-shaft. 71, mounted Upon releasing the key the hammer will as
in the present instance in bosses in the frame suine its normal position, the plunger riding
of the machine, and as comprising a block past the catch and holding it in position for
72 secured to the rock-shaft, to which block the next action, and the spring will push the 110
is pivoted at 3 a bifurcated head 74 having selector fron engagement with the finger,
rigid therewith an aim 75 adapted to engage but before it has entirely lost engagement,
the teeth of the rack. Pivoted to the arim therewith the pay will engage the ratchet
75 is shown an arm 76, the pivot passing wheel upon the driving-siliaft. and hold the
through a lug or boss 77 on the side of the carrier in a stationary position. If the chair
aim 75. There are shown a pair of pins 79, acter is to be repeated the carrier will not be
S() secured to the movable arm for limiting permitted to advance, but the selector will be
its movement relatively to the other arm. pushed under the finger before the pawl has
A suitable spring may be employed, as shown released the 'arrier, so that as often as it is
at 81, for returning the movable arm against desired to repeat tie caracter t.e. only 120
the fixed a lin. or 'ocking the shaft and movements will be the key-lever, changing
oscillating the escapement a depending arm of
detents for holding the type-carrier, the
82 may le secured to the rock-shaft 71 and advance of the paper carriage and the action
an airlin 83 secured to the rock-shaft 34 of the of the hammer.
60 carrier pawl. The ends of the arms may be
I claim as my invention and desire 12 5
connected by a link S4, whereby upon each to What
secure by Letters latent is
rise of the key-lever the arms of the escape 1. The combination with a plurality of in
ment device will be oscillated and the fixed
each efficient at 2. prear
arm moved out of contact with the rack and strumentalities
ranged
position,
of means for positioning a
65 the movable arm carried forward by means selected instrumentality and temporarily 130
A.

14
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holding
it at position, and means rendered holding the devices stationary and one of
effective by said positioning and temporary them at the workingpoint, and means for de
termining which device shall be so held.
holding means for holding the instrumental

8. The combination with a plurality of
ity at such position" after its release by the members
at a position certain, of 70
said positioning and temporary holding 'means forefficient
moving
the members in prear
means.
2. The combination with a plurality of in ranged order past such position, a series of .
for the members, a series offingers co
strumentalities severally efficient at a posi fingers
operative with one series of member fingers,

O

tion certain, of means for positioning a se means for actuating the coöperative fingers 75
lected instrumentality and temporarily hold
ing it at position, and means controlled by to position the members, and means actu

ated by the release thereof adapted to engage .
the positioning and temporary holding means the
finger for the same member from the
for holding the instrumentality at such posi

tion after its release thereby and until an
other instrumentality positioning and select
ing means has been actuated.
3. The combination with a plurality of in
strumentalities each efficient at a prear
ranged position, of means tending normally
to pass the instrumentalities serially into and
out of their efficient positions; means for
positioning a selected instrumentality and
temporarily holding it at position, and means
for normally holding all the instrumentali
.5 ties stationary and the selected instrumen
tality at such position after the release of the
selected
instrumentality by the positioning
and temporary holding means.
4. The combination with a plurality of in
strumentalities each efficient at a prear
ranged position, of means tending normally
to pass the instrumentalities serially into

and out of their efficient positions, means for

other series and to maintain the member in
such position until the actuation of a coöper- 80
ative finger for another member.
9. The combination of a series of impres
sion devices, means for shifting the series and
bringing the devices into and out of their
working positions, means for normally, main- 85
taining the series stationary and the device
last employed at its working position, means.
for determining which device shall come into

the working position, and means for with
drawing the maintaining means and permit- 90

ting the series to shift if a new device is to be
employed and to remain stationary if the de-.
vice at the working point is to be employed.
10. The combination of a series of impres
sion devices, a carrier therefor, means for 95
shifting the carrier and bringing the devices
into and out of their working positions, means

for normally maintaining the carrier station

positioning a selected instrumentality and ary and one of the devices in its working po

temporarily holding it at efficient position,
and means conftrolled by the positioning and
holding means for normally holding all the
instrumentalities stationary and the select
ed instrumentality at such position after the
40 release of the selected instrumentality by the
selecting means and until another instru
mentality has been selected thereby.'
5. In a device of the character specified,
the combination with a carrier, working sur
45 faces disposed upon the carrier, a working
point for the working surfaces, means tend
ing to normally rotate the carrier and shift
the surfaces past the working point, means
for normally holding the carrier with one of
50 the surfaces at its working point, and means
for determining which surface shall be so

35

sition, means for determining which device 100
shall be maintained at the working position,
and means for withdrawing the maintaining
means and permitting the carrier to shift, to
bring another device into its working posi
tion.

.. .

.

. . .

.

'
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11. The combination of a plurality of in
strumentalities
for performing operations.

similar in kind but differing in detail, a car
rier therefor, means tending to shift the car- . .
rier, a selector for eachinstrumentality con- li0.
structed and adapted for stopping the car
rier with the selected instrumentality at a
common fixed working point, and means
controlled
by the selectors when operated for
maintaining the carrier in its position deter- lis
mined by the selector last operating upon it
until a different selector is rought into ac
held.
- .
6. In a device of the character specified, tion.
the combination with a carrier, working de 12. The combination with a plurality of
55 vices carried thereby, a working point, means dies, of means, for positioning a selected die 120
tending to normally shift the carrier and and temporarily holding it at its workingpo
bring the devices to the working point, means sition, and a ratchet and pawl controlled by
for normally holding the carrier stationary. the positioning and holding means for hold
and one of the devices at its working IE ing the die at its working position after its re
60 and means for determining which eWCe lease by the positioning and holding means. 125
13. The combination with a plurality of
shall be so held.
w7. The combination with a plurality of dies, of a carrier therefor, stop faces upon the
working devices, a common working point, carrier for each of the dies, a selector coöper
means tending to normally shift the devices ating with the stop faces for positioning and

65 past the working point, means for normally temporarily holding at position each die, and 30.
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a ratchet and pawl controlled by the selec dentally the other members at whatever po

tor-actuating means for holding the die at
its working position after it is released by the
selector.
14. The combination with a plurality of
dies, of a carrier therefor, hubs upon the car
rier, a stop face upon the hubs for each of the
dies, means for shifting the carrier, a selec
tor coöperative with each of the stop faces
for positioning and temporarily holding at
its working position each die, and means for
holding the die at such position after it is
released by the selector.
15. The combination with a plurality of
. 5 dies, of a carrier therefor, hubs upon the car
rier, a stop face upon the hubs for each of the
dies, means for shifting the carrier, a selector
coöperative with each of the stop faces for
positioning and temporarily holding at its
working position each die, and a ratchet and
pawl controlled by the selector - actuating
means for holding the die at its working posi
tion after it is released by the selector.
16. The combination with a rotary clie
25 carrier, of dies disposed thereon, a stop face
upon the carrier for each of the dies, means
arranged for interposition into the path of
the stop faces, means for actuating the inter
posing means, a ratchet wheel having a tooth
.30 for each die rigid with the carrier, and a pawl
controlled by the actuating means for engag
ing the ratchet-wheel prior to the release of
the stop faces.
3 5 17. The combination with a rotary die

sition they may be in, a device coöperative
in the performance of its function with the
Innenber so stopped, means operatel is the
stopping means for actuating the coöpera
tive evice, means independent of the stop
ping lineans for normally lioliing ail the mem
bers statio; lary and the heinier last brought
to position at such position, means for with
i'awiing the holding means upon the actua
tion of the stopping means, which stopping
means is organized to hold at the said fixed
position the member last stopped if such
member is to be reémployed, and to stop the
member desired if a new one is to be employed 80
upon its first coming into the position after the
actuation of the stopping means therefor.
20. The combination with a plurality of
instrumentalities, a detent coöperative there
with at a position certain, of means for posi
tioning a selected instrumentality and tem
porarily holding it at such position, means
for holding the instrumentality at such posi
tion after its release by the positioning
means, and controlled by the positioning and
selecting means upon its actuation to render .
the coöperation of the device effective.
21. The combination with a plurality of
instrumentalities severally efficient at a posi
tion certain, of means for positioning a se
lected instrumentality and temporarily hold
ing it at such position, means controlled by
the positioning and temporary holding means
for holding the instrumentality at position
carrier, lies arranged upon the periphery after its release hy said positioning and () (
thereof, hubs projecting laterally from the temporary holding means act until another
carrier, a detent from the hubs for each of the instrumeniality
positioning and selecting
dies, a shaft for the carrier, friction driving means has ibeen actuated, means coöperative
means upon the shaft, a selector for each die, with the instrumentality when at position,
40 means for advancing the selectors to engage
and means actuated by the positioning and ()
the detents, a ratchet-wheel upon the shaft selecting means for rendering the coöpera
having a tooth for each die, a pawl for engag tion effective.
ing with the ratchet-wheel, and means oper 22. The combination with a plurality of
able by the advancing means for withdraw
45 ing the pawl from the ratchet-wheel upon the instrumentalities, each eflicient. in coöpeia
with some other device at a prearranged O
actuation of a selector and for permitting the tion
position, a device coöperative there with,
same to engage the wheel upon the release of means tending noi'nally to pass the instru
the detent by the selector.
mentalities serially into and out of their
JS. The combination with a plurality of efficient
positions, means for positioning a
novable
inenbei's,
of
a
device
organized
to
selected
and temporarily 15
coöperate at a fixes working point with the holding itinstrumentality
at eficient position and actuating
respective members, means for causing the i the ci)öperative device, and heats for nor
members to pass the working point, means : mally olding all the instrumentalities sta
for arresting any member at the working tionary and the selected instrumentality at
5 point, means actuated by the arresting
position after the release of the
means for causing the device to coöperate efficient
selected instrumentality by the positioning 120
with the arrested member, and means ("on inneans,
trolled by the arresting means for holding 23. The combination with a movable de
such member at the working point until vice, of a plurality of work-performing mem
means have been actuated to arrest a differ bers, each efficient in coöperation with the
ent member.

25

device at a prearranged position, means
19. The combination with a lurality of tending normally to pass the members serially
unenbers, of means for bringing the members
and out of their efficient positions, means
serially into a fixed position, means for stop into
for
positioning
nember and tem
ping each inember at such position and inci porarily holdinga itselected
at effective position and 130
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with the carrier, tending to nor
for moving the movable device to coöperate connection
mally
shift
the
and bring the devices
with the selected member, and means con the workingcarrier
point for normally, holding
trolled by the positioning means for normally to
the members stationary and the selected
holding all the members stationary and the all
member at position after the release of the
6

selected member at such efficient position selected member by the selected holding 70
after the release of the selected member by means and until another member has been
the selecting and holding means and until selected thereby.
another member has been selected thereby.
24. In a device of the character Scified, 29. The combination with a plurality of 75
0. the combination with a carrier, Working sur dies, of a carrier therefor, a shaft upon which
faces disposed upon the carrier, a device co the carrier is mounted, driving means mount
upon the shaft, frictional connections
operative with the working surfaces at a led
whereby the drive from the driving means is
working point, means tending to normally. yieldingly
imparted to the carrier, stop faces
rotate the carrier and shift the surfaces past
15 the working point, means for normally hold upon the carrier for each of the dies, a selec so
tor coöperating with the stop faces for posi
ing all the members stationary and the se tioning
holding at position
lected member at position at the working each die,andandtemporarily
a
ratchet
and
pawl controlled
point after the release of the selected mem by the selector-actuating means
for holding
ber by the selecting means and until another the die' at its working position after
it is re 85
20 member has been selected thereby.
by the selector.
25. In a device of the character specified, leased
30. The combination with a plurality of
the combination with a carrier, working dies,
of a carrier therefor, hubs upon the car
members carried thereby, a coöperative
a stop face upon the hubs for each of the 90 ..
working device, means tending to normally rier,
25 shift the carrier and bring the members to dies, means for shifting the carrier, enbody
the working point of the device, means for ing a shaft upon which the carrier is mount
a pair of friction faces fast upon the shaft,
normally holding all the members stationar ed,
a pair of friction disks loose upon the shaft
and the selected member at position at such between
the faces, a pulley loose upon the
working point after the release of the selected
the selecting holding means and shaft between the disks, and means for ad 95
30 member
justing the frictional engagement, a selector
until anotR member has been selected.
coöperative with each of the stop faces for
26. The combination with a movable de positioning
holding at its
vice, of a plurality of members coöperative position eachanddie,temporarily
and a ratchet and pawl 100
therewith at a position certain, means for controlled by the selector-actuating
means
35 moving the members in prearranged order
holding the die at its working position
past such position, two series of detents for for
it is released by the selector.
the members, a series of detents coöperative after
31. The combination with a rotary die
with one series of member detents, means for carrier,
arranged upon the periphery
actuating the coöperative detents to position thereof, dies
hubs
projecting laterally from the
40 the members at such position certain and
actuate the movable device, and means carrier, a detent from the hubs for each of the
a shaft for the carrier, friction driving
actuated by the release thereof adapted to dies,
means upon the shaft, a selector for each
engage the detent for the same member from die,
a shaft upon which the selectors are (
the other series of member detents and to
45 maintain the member in such position until mounted, a hub on each selector surrounding
shaft and spacing the selectors, a lever
the actuation of a coöperative detent for the
for each selector, a shaft upon which the
another member.
mounted, a hub on each lever sur
27. In a device of the character specified, levers are the
shaft, and spacing the levers, a
the combination with a carrier, working sur rounding
50 faces disposed upon the carrier, a working cam face upon each lever for advancing the
oint for the working surfaces, means en selectors to engage the detents, a ratchet
odying a shaft upon which the carrier is wheel upon the shaft having a tooth for each
mounted, a pulley loose upon the shaft, and die, a pawl for engaging the ratchet-wheel,
friction connections, between the shaft and and means embodying a rock-shaft upon 120
pulley, tending to normally rotate the carrier which the detent is mounted, arms project
from the rock-shaft, a bar disposed in the
and shift the surfaces past the working point, ing
path of movement of the levers connecting
means for normally holding all the members the
ends of the arms, for withdrawing the
stationary and the selected mémber at posi
tion after the release of the selected member pawl from the ratchet-wheel upon the actua 25
60 by the selected holding means and until an tion of a selector and for permitting the same
to engage the wheel upon the release of the
other member has been selected thereby.
by the selector.
28. In a device of the character specified, detent
32. The combination with a rotary die
the combination with a carrier, working de carrier,
arranged upon the periphery
carrieddriving
thereby,means
a working
point,frictional
means, thereof, dies
65 vices
embodying
having
hubs projecting laterally from the 180
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airie", a detent from the hubs for each of
the ties, a shaft for the carriage, friction
living neans upon the shaft, a selector for.
each die, a shaft, upon which the selectors
are mountet, a hui) on each selector sur

!"ounding the shaft and spacing tile levers, a
can face upon eacil lever for advancing the
selectors to engage the detents, a ratchet
wheel
upon the wheel having a tooth for each
() die, a pawi for engaging the ratchet-wheei,
means, embodying a rock-shaft upon which
the detent is mounted, arms projecting fro).
the rock-shaft, a bar disposed in the path of
movement of the level's connecting the ends
of the illins, for withi'awing the pawl iro in

the ratchet-wheel
upon thetheactuation
a se
lector
and for permitting
saile to of
engage
r

- '-

t
f

.

is nunted, a rock-shaft adjacent thereto,
ne; is actuated by the le vers. to rock the
si. ft upon the selection of a die, all arm pro
jecting from the haft, a spiral spring irin
pinging against said arm, a pin secured to 70
one arn and traveising the other aim and
the spring, a set-nut upon the pill, a sta
tionarily-disposed detent, a catch coöpera
tive the 'ewiti, a plunger naouinted upon the
haft and carrying the catch, a bei ('i'aak piv 75
oted to ille haft and connected by one ann
to the plunger, and an adjustable lug car'tied by the rock-shaft arm for engaging the
other arm of the bell crank, means tending
to move the material cai'iage, a rack cai'ied 80
by the material carriage, a rock-shaft adja
cent thereto, neans connected to the pawl
fi)' operating the 'ock-shaft, and means car
tried by the rock-shaft and organized to en
gage the rack and permit the advance of the
material carriage, step by step, and embody
ing a block fast, ipon the rock-shaft, a head
pivoted to the block nortnally held from
in ovement in the direction of movement of
the
laterial cai'iiage, a finger rigid with the 90
bloci. and a finger pivoted to the jigid finger
and ree to innove the distance of one tooth of
the 'ack in such direction, a spring for posi

4.
the whici upon the release if tic
let ent by
the selector, a carriage for carving innies
sion material past the working point (it lie
clies, leans tending to move the carriage, a
Jaci carried by the laterial carriage, a rock
shaft adjacent thereto, means controlled by
the level's for operating the rock-sihaft, and
means carried by the rock-sihaft and oigan
ized to engage the rick and perimit the ad
vance of the material carriage, step by step,
and enbotlying a block fast upon the SR
shaft, a head pivoted to the block normally tioning the free tinger, and pins on the free
held from movement in the ri'ection of
to limit its movement felatively to the
in ovement of the material carriage, a finger finger
rigid finger. ,
rigid with the block and a finger pivoted to 34. The comination with a plurality of
the rigid finger and free to move the distance dies,
of a selector for each die, a lever for ad
of one tooth of the rack in such direction, a yancing
each selector, a carriage for carrying
siliig for positioning the free fiage, and impression
material past the working point
pils on the free finger to. iiiit is novement (if the ties, means
organized to bring the in
'tiatively to fle, Tigid finger.
'ession
material
and
salected die into work
33. Tile combination with a rotary die ing engagement and embodying
a hamme', i.
carrier, dies arranged tip in tile periphery
. . ) tine reoi, his projecting laterally from the pivoted in aft upon which the hammei' is
a rock-shaft adjacent. thereto, 1.05
(a ":" et, it detent from the hubs for eaeh of m{ounted,
means
actuated
by the levels to rock the
the dies, a shaft for the ea 'rier, siction div shaft upon the selection
of a die, an arm pro
ing means up(); the shaft, a sel. 'tor for each jecting from the la?t, a spiral
spring inping
tlie, a shaft pion whici the selectors are ing against said arm, a pil secured to one
lounted, means for spacing the selectors, a.
and travel'sing the other an and the 10
lever for each selector, a shaft upon which the arm
Spring, a set-nut upon the pin, a stationarily
level's are mounted, means for spacing the le disposed detent, a catch coöperative there
ye's, a cam face upon each lever for advanc
a plunger mounted upon the in aft and
iing the selectors to engage the detents, a with,
irying
the catch, a bell crank pivoted to
latchet-wheel upon the wheel having a tooth tle haft and
by one till to the
for each die, a pawl for engaging the ratchet plunger, and anconnected
adjustable
carried by the
wheel, means, embodying a rock-shaft upon irock-shaft arm for engaginglug
the
arm of
which the detent is mounted, arms project the bell-crank, means tending toother
move
the
ing from the rock-shaft, a bar disposed in the material carriage, a lack carried by the nate
path of movement of the levers connecting rial carriage, a rock-shaft adjacent thereto, a 120
the ends of the arms, for withdrawing the pawl, means connected to the pawl for oper
pawl from the ratchet-wheel upon the actua ating the rock-shaft, and means carried by
tron of a selector and for permitting the the
rock-shaft and organized to engage the
same to engage the wheel upon the release of
60 the detent by the selector, a carriage for cal rack and permit the advance of the material
carriage, step by step, and embodying a
lying impression material past the working block
upon the rock-shaft, a head pivot
point of the dies, means organized to bring ed to fast
the
block normally held from move
tie impression material and selected die into ment, in the
direction of movement of the
Working engagement and embodying a ham
65 mer, a pivoted haft upon which the hammer material carriage, a finger rigid with the
block and a finger pivoted. to the rigid finger 30
s

-
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and free to move the distance of one tooth of
the rack in such direction, a spring for posi
tioning the free finger, and pins on the free
finger
to limit its movement relatively to the
5 rigid finger.

35. In a device of the character specified,

strumentality at such position after its re
lease thereby and until another instrumen
tality: positioning and selecting means has
been actuated, a hammer coöperative with 60
the instrumentalities at position, a pivoted
haft upon which the hammer is mounted,
rock-shaft adjacent thereto, means actuate
by the positioning and selecting means to
rock the shaft upon the selection of an in 35
strumentality, an arm projecting from the

the combination with an impression device, a
shift able carriage for carrying material past
the working point of the device, means tend
0 ing to move the carriage, means arranged to
an arm projecting from the rock-shaft,
actuate the impression device and cause the haft,
a spring there between, a pin secured to one
same to impress itself upon the material, a arm
and traversing the other arm, a tension
rack carried by the carriage, a rock-shaft ad
for the spring, a stationarily-disposed 70
jacent thereto, means controlled by the im device
5 pression-actuating means for operating the detent, a catch coöperative therewith, a
mounted upon the haft and carrying
rock-shaft, and means carried by the rock plunger
catch, a bell crank pivoted to the haft
shaft and organized to engage the rack and the
permit the advance of the carriage, step by and connected by one arm to the plunger,
-step, and embodying a block adjustable upon and an adjustable lug carried by the rock-'75
20. the rock-shaft, a head pivoted to the block shaft arm for engaging the other arm of the . .
. .
. .
normally held from movement in the direc bell-crank.
tion of movement of the carriage, a finger 38. The combination with a rotary die
rigid with the block and a finger pivoted to carrier, of dies disposed thereon, a stop face.
upon the for
carrier
for each of the dies, means 80
the rigid finger and free to move the distance arranged
interposition into the path of
of one for
tooth
of
the
rack
in
such
direction,
a
.25 spring
the stop faces, means for actuating the inter
pring IOl' positioning the free finger,
g and pins
p
on the free finger to limit its movement rela posing means, a ratchet-wheel having a
tooth for each die rigid with the carrier, a
tively to the rigidfinger.
controlled by the actuating means for: 85
36. In a device of the character specified, pawi
30 the combination with a series of impression engaging the ratchet-wheel upon the release
the stop faces, a carriage for carrying im
devices, a carrier therefor, hubs upon the car of
material past the working point of
rier, a stop face upon the hubs for each im- . pression
dies, means' tending to advance the car
pression device, a selector for engaging each the
stop face, means for advancing the selectors, riage, a rack carried by the carriage, a rock- 90
35 a patchet-wheel rigid with the carrier and shaft adjacent thereto, a pawl, means con
having a tooth for each impression device, a nected to the pawl for operating the rock
and means carried by the rock-shaft
pawl for engagement with the ratchet-wheel, shaft,
and organized to engage the rack and permit
means controlled by the advancing means the
for actuating the pawl, a platen, means for advance of the carriage, step by step, and 95
40 advancing the platen toward the impression embodying a block fast upon the rock-shaft,
head pivoted to the block normally, held
devices, means controlled by the selector-ad afrom
movement in the direction of movement,
vancing means for releasing the platen-ad of
the carriage, a finger rigid with the block,
vancing means, a carrier for supporting an a finger
pivoted to the rigid finger and free to 100
impressionable surface, a rack upon the car
45 riage, a rock-shaft adjacent thereto, a fixed move the distance of one tooth of the rack in
direction, a spring for positioning the
and movable finger upon the rock-shaft such
free
finger,
and pins on the free finger to
adapted to engage the teeth of the rack and limit its movement
relatively to the rigid
permit the carriage to advance step by step, finger.
.
w
105
a link connecting the rock-shaft and the Signed at Nos.
9-15 \furray street, New
50 pawl, and means for advancing the carriage.
37. The combination with a plurality of York, N. Y., this 24th day of October, 1902.
instrumentalities severally eficient at a po
sition certain, of means for positioning a se Witnesses: FRANCIS H. RICHARDS.
lected instrumentality and temporarily hold
FRED. J. DOLE,
55 ing it at such position, means controlled by
JOHN O. SEIFFRF.
the positioning means for holding the in

